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Assume that G is an infinite positional game of perfect information, where Player 
1 and Player II alternately choose some objects (e.g., points, sets, functions). A 
strategy of a player is a function defined for those partial plays of G, whose last 
move was made by the opponent. (Without loss of generality we may assume that 
the strategy is defined for the opponent’s partial plays only, because the strategy 
determines uniquely the omitted moves of the player.) A stationary strategy of a 
player is a strategy which depends only on the opponent’s preceding move. A 
Markov strategy of a player is a strategy which depends only on the opponent’s 
preceding move and also on the ordinal number of the player’s move. Besides these 
notations, which are in constant use in dynamic programming and stochastic games, 
here we also use the strategy of a player that depends only on two preceding moves: 
the last one made by the opponent and the earlier one by the player. 
A quasi-ordering of a set S is a reflexive transitive relation on S. We denote by 
9’s the power set of S. 
We say that (S, T, s, A,,, @, !P, R) is admissible if 
(1) S and T are sets; 
(2) s is a quasi-ordering of S; 
(3) 0+&c S; 
(4) @ : S + 9T\{0} and q : T + 9’S\(0); 
(5) if XES, YE Q(x), ZE F(y), then zsx; 
(6) R= S”, 
(7) if (x,: n<w)~R, (y,: n<w)~Y, x02x,>*.., y,,>y,3.**, and Vm<w 
3n<o x,ay,, then (yn: n<w)~ R. 
If (S, r, G--, A,,, @, !P, R) is admissible, then T(S, T, s, AO, @, ?P, R) is the 
following game of length w: Player I chooses an CQ,E A,, Player II chooses a 
boE @(a,), . . . , Player I chooses an a,,, E V(b,), Player II chooses a b,,, E @(a”+,), 
etc. Player II wins the play (a,, bO, a,, b,, . . .) if (a,: n < w) E R; otherwise Player 
I wins. 
A stationary winning strategy for Player II is a function c S+ T such that 
V(X) E Q(x) for each x E S, and such that (x,: n < w) E R whenever x0 E A0 and 
x,,+~ E V(a(x,)) for each n <CU. 
Theorem 1. If (S, T, G, AO, @, 9, R) is admissible, and if Player II has a winning 
strategy in T(S, T, s, AO, CD, V, R), then Player II has a stationary winning strategy 
in T(S, T, s, a,, @, !P, R). 
We remark that this theorem is a refinement of the result of Schmidt [30, Theorem 
71. 
Proof. Let r be a winning strategy of Player II in T(S, T, s, A,, @, 9, R). A r-play 
is a sequence (x, : n < w) E S” such that x0 E A0 and x,+~ E q( 7(x0, . . . , x,)) for every 
n < w. A partial r-play is a sequence (x,, . . . , x,) E S’“+’ such that X~E A, and 
x,+1 E T(r(x0, . . . , x,)) for every n < m, where m < CO. Let P be the set of all partial 
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r-plays and let P(x) = {(x,, . . . , x,) E P: x, =x}. Let < be a fixed (strict) well- 
ordering of S. Then < is extended to a linear ordering of P as follows: (x,, . . . , x,) -C 
(y,,, . _ . , yn) holds if either m > n and (x,, . . . , x,) = (yO,. . . , y,) or else there is a 
k<min{m, n} such that (x,,.. .,xk)=(yO,. . .,yk) and xk+,<yk+,. 
Claim 1. If (x, x, . . .) G R, then P(x) is well-ordered by <. For, suppose P(x) is 
not well ordered by < . Then P(x) contains a strictly decreasing sequence x0> x, > 
. . . 3 where x, = (xg), . . , x$,,,) and x$“, = x for each n < o. Since < well-orders 
S, there is a sequence n(0) < n( 1) <. . . such that x’,“’ = ~(kn(~)) for each k < w and 
n 2 n(k). fit xk = xk (n(k)) for each k < w. Then (xk: k < w) is a r-play and therefore 
(xk: k < W) E R. SinCe Xk = X’,“‘“” 2 X(,n;,k,& = x for each k < w, we infer by (7) that 
(x, x, . . .) E R. 
Now we define a stationary winning strategy (T for Player II as follows. Let x E S. 
If (x, x, . . .) E R or P(x) = 0, let (T(X) be an arbitrary element of 0(x). Assume that 
(x, x, . . .)P! R and P(x) # 0. Then, by Claim 1, P(x) is well-ordered by <. Let 
(Y0,. . .1 y,) be the <-minimal element of P(x). Put U(X) = r(yO,. . . , y,). 
Claim 2. (T is a stationary winning strategy for Player II. For, let (x,, x1,. . .) be 
a c-play, that is x0 E A0 and x,+i E q(a(x,)) for each n < w. Clearly, x0 2 x1 2 . . . . 
If (x,, x,, . . .) E R for some n < w, then (x,, x,, . . .) E R because of (7). Assume that 
(x,, X”, . . .) & R for each n < o. Clearly, P(x,J # 0. Assume that P(x,) # 0 for some 
n <o. Then there is a partial r-play (y,, . . . , y,,,) E P(x,) such that y, =x, and 
a(~,) = r(y,, . . . , y,). Since x,+r E ly(cr(x,)) it follows that (Y,, . . . , y,, x,+,) E 
P(x,+,), that is P(x,,+,) # 0. Therefore P(x,) # 0 for each n < w. By Claim 1, P(x,) 
is well-ordered by < and (I = I, . . . , y$,)) , where (Yg’, . . . , y(,“{,,) is the 
<-minimal element of P(x,). Since (yg’, . . . , y(mn:,), x,+i) E P(x,,+~), we have 
(n+l) 
(Yo 2.. . , Y(,n;nl!l,) 5 (VP,. . . , Yjnnjn), x,+1). 
Since (Yg), . . . , y’,“!,,, x,,~) < (yg’, . . . , y’,“:,,,), we have 
(n+1) 
(Y, ,... , Y’m”;n%,) < (YE. . f , Y!$)). 
Therefore, there is a sequence n(0) < n( 1) <. . . such that y(kn) = YF’~” for each k < w 
and na n(k). ht yk=Yk (n(k)) for each k< w. Then (y,: k< o) is a T-play and 
therefore (Yk: k < W) E R. Since 
Yk = Y’k”‘k” 5 Y’,“&$,, = x,,(k) 
for each k < w, by (7) we infer that (x,: n < w) E R. 0 
The game scheme involved in Theorem 1 contains, as a particular case, the 
following version of the Banach-Mazur game. There is given a topological space 
X; the players choose alternately nonempty open subsets of X so that the resulting 
play (G, VO, W, Vi,. . .) is a decreasing sequence of sets. Player II wins the play 
iff n ,,+ V, = 0. Denote this game by MB(X); for the original game we refer to [22, 
Problem 431. 
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From Theorem 1 we get 
Corollary 1. If Player II has a winning strategy in MB(X), then Player II has a 
stationary winning strategy in MB(X). 
Proof. Put S = T = the family of all nonempty open subsets of X, U < U’ iff U c U’, 
A,=& O(U)=?P(U)={VES: Vc U}, and R={(U,: n<w)~Y:n,,<,U,=0}. 
Then the conditions (l)-(7) are easy to check, so Theorem 1 applies. 0 
A similar result holds for another version of the Banach-Mazur game, which 
differs from MB(X) in that the ‘empty’ player moves first, i.e., Player II wins the 
play (&, VO, U,, V,, . . .I 3 fl .<,V,, #0. Denote this game by BM(X). From 
Theorem 1 we get 
Corollary 1’. If Player I has a winning strategy in BM(X), then Player I has a 
stationary winning strategy in BM(X). 
Proof. The game BM(X) is reduced to r in the same way as MB(X) except that 
AO= {X} and the roles of the players are interchanged (i.e., Player I of BM(X) 
becomes player II in r). Then Theorem 1 applies. Cl 
However, both corollaries are known and in fact they follow from the theorem of 
Oxtoby [24]: Player II has a winning strategy in MB(X) iff X is of the first category 
(in itself), and its consequence: Player I has a winning strategy in BM(X) iff X is 
not a Baire space, that is, X has a nonempty open set which is of the first category 
(see [l, 17, 181). 
On the other hand, Theorem 1 cannot be applied to get stationary winning 
strategies for Player I in MB(X) or for Player II in BM(X), because of the condition 
(7). We shall return to this question after deriving further consequences of Theorem 
1. 
Chaber, Coban and Nagami [6] studied monotonic properties (e.g., (md), (mc), 
(mp) and (A)) in terms of certain sieves, while the properties were earlier described 
in terms of monotonically contracting sequences by Wicke and Worrell [47] (cf. 
also [46]). It turns out that the sieves are related to the games Ch,(X, Y) defined 
below. Recall some definitions of [6]. 
A property P of decreasing sequences of nonempty open sets is called monotonic 
if the following condition holds: 
If ( Un: n < CO) and (V,: n < o) are decreasing sequences of nonempty open sets 
such that (U,,: n<w)EP andVm<w 3n<w V,,c U,,,, then (V,,: n<w)EP. 
Let X be a subset of a topological space Y The sequence Y = (( 9, A,, n,,): n < o) 
is called a sieve for X in Y if 9, = {U(a): a E A,,} is a family of open sets in Y, 
Xc U{U(a): aEA,}, T~:A,+!+A,,, Xn U(a)=U{Xn U(a’): a’EA,+, and 
r”(a’) = a} for each a E A,, and U(a) c U(z-,(a)) for each a E A,+l, whenever 
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n < o. A sequence (U(a,): n < o), where a, E A,, and n,(a,+,) = a, for each n < w, 
is called a thread of y. If each thread of 9’ has a (monotonic) property P, then Y 
is called a P-sieve. 
Let X = Y; a family W of open sets in a space Y is called a base for X in Y (or 
else, an outer base for X in Y) if for each x E X and for each open neighborhood 
Uofxin YthereisaBE~suchthatxEBcU.Asequence(~~:n<w)ofbases 
for X in Y is called a P-sequence of bases for X in Y if (B,: n < w) E P whenever 
0 + B,+, c B, E 93,, for each n < w. 
Notice that a sieve Y can be described in a slightly different way (used in [36, 
37, 381): let 
{ V( t,,, . . . , t,): (t,,, . . . , t,) E T”+l and n < W} 
be a family of open sets in Y such that X c U{ V(t): t E T} and 
Xn V(t, ,...) t,)clJ{V(t,,.. .) t,, t): tE T}c V(t, )...) t,) 
for each n < w and (to, . . _ , t,) E T”+‘; a sequence ( V( to, . . . , t,): n < w) such that 
(t,: n < w) E T” is a thread of the sieve. 
Now, to a (not necessarily monotonic) property P of decreasing sequences of 
nonempty open sets and to a nonempty subset X of a space Y we associate a game 
Ch,(X, Y). Player I chooses a point X,E X and its open neighborhood U, in Y, 
and then Player II chooses an open neighborhood V, of x0 in Y with V,c UO; 
Player I chooses a point x1 E V,n X and its open neighborhood U, in Y with 
U, c V,, and then Player II chooses an open neighborhood V, of x1 in Y with 
VI c U,, and so on. Player II wins the play ((x0, U,), V,, (x, U,), V,, . . .) iff (V,,: n < 
W)EP 
The game Ch,(X, Y) contains, as particular cases, the strong game of Choquet 
[7,8] and its modifications studied by Porada [30], Telgirsky [37,40,41] and Topsoe 
[441. 
Theorem 2. Let X be a nonernpty subset of topological space Y and let P be a monotonic 
property. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) X has a P-sieve in Y; 
(b) X has a P-sequence of buses in Y; 
(c) Player II has a winning strategy in Ch,(X, Y); 
(d) Player II has a stationary winning strategy in Ch,(X, Y). 
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) was proved in [6], Lemma 1.1 and note here 
that the proof bears some resemblance to that of our Theorem 1. The equivalence 
of (a) and (c) is proved similarly as Theorem 1 in [37]. Finally, the implication 
(c) + (d) follows from Theorem 1 above. For, let S = {(x, U): x E U n X and U is 
open in Y}, T={U: UnX#@ and U is open in Y}, (x, U)c(y, V) iff UC V, 
A,=$ @(x, U)={VE T: XE Vc U}, p(V)={(x, U)ES: UC V}, and R= 
{((x,, U,,): n < o) E S”: ( U,,: n < CO) E P}. Since P is monotonic, the condition (7) is 
fulfilled; the conditions (l)-(6) are easy to check. Hence Theorem 1 applies. 0 
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Note that (b) implies trivially that Player II has a Markov winning strategy in 
Ch,(X, Y). However, the equivalence of (a) and (d) provides a stronger result from 
which we get the following (when eliminating the game). 
Corollary 2. If X is a nonempty subset of a topological space Y and if P is a monotonic 
property, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) X has a P-sieve in Y. 
(b) To each pair (x, U), where x E X and U is an open neighborhood of x in Y, 
one can assign an open set V(x, U) in Ysuch that x E V(x, U) c Uand ( U,,: n < w) E P 
whenever Vn < w 3x E U,, n X U,,,, c V(x, U,). 
(c) To each open set U in Y such that U n X # P, one can assign a family 021(U) 
of open sets in Ysuch that U n X c U%( U) c Uand ( II,,: n < w) E Pwhenever U,, = Y 
and U,+, ~%(U,,)foreachn<w. 
(d) To each open set U in Y such that U n X # 0 one can assign a base 93( U) for 
UnXin Ysuch that lJS(U)c Uand (U,: n < w) E P whenever U, = Y and U,,,, E 
CB(U,,) for each n<o. 
To indicate some applications of Theorem 2, let us list several monotonic proper- 
ties, the corresponding properties of spaces, and the corresponding games (if studied 
previously). 
Assume that (V,: n < o) is a decreasing sequence of nonempty open subsets of 
a space Y and let Xc Y. 
(1) n,<, V,, c X; X is a W,-set in Y (cf. [6,48]); the game WW(X, Y) was used 
in [41]. 
(2) Either X n n,<, V,, = 0 or else n n<w V, c X; X has a monotonic feathering 
in Y (see [6]). 
Now assume that X = Y. 
(3) If-L, V,] G 1; Ax is a W,-set in X XX, i.e., X has the W,-diagonal (see [5,6]). 
(4) n{F: FE 9) # 0 whenever 9 is a filter base such that Vn < w 3 FE 9 F = 
V,,; X is sieve-complete (see [6,39]); the game SC (of strong clustering) was 
introduced and studied in [44] (see also [39,40]). 
(5) Either n,,<, V,, = 0 or else n{F: FE S} # 0 whenever 9 is a filter base such 
that tin < w 3F E 9 F c V,; X is a monotonic p-space (see [6]). 
(6) {V,,: n < w} is a local base for each x E n,,,, V,,; X is monotonically develop- 
able (see [6]). 
(7) There is a x E X such that for each open neighborhood U of x there is a 
n <w with V, c U; X has a A-base (see [6,47]). 
The consequence of Theorem 1 for the game Ch,(X, Y) in the case (4) provides 
the solution of a problem posed by Topsoe [44]. Furthermore, Theorem 1 can be 
applied to ‘K-modifications’ of the game Ch,(X, Y), where the points x, are 
replaced by sets from a fixed class K. In particular, if points are replaced by compact 
sets and P is defined as in (4), then the consequence of Theorem 1 provides the 
solution of another problem posed by Topsoe [44]. However, a stationary winning 
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strategy for Player II in this game can also be constructed by means of the ‘com- 
plementary’ game G(C, pX\X) (see Theorem 1 in [39] and Corollary 4 below). 
Let X = Y and let P consist of all sequences (V,,: n < CO) of open sets in X with 
n,<,,V, # 0. Then Ch,(X, Y) coincides with the strong game of Choquet [7,8]. 
This property P is not monotonic, nevertheless Theorem 1 can be applied in favor 
of Player I in this game, denoted here by Ch(X). 
Corollary 3. If Player I has a winning strategy in Ch(X), then Player I has a stationary 
winning strategy v in Ch(X) of the form (x0, U,)= v(X) and (x,+,, U,,,,) = 
(~(V,),n<w. 
Proof. Let S be the family of all nonempty open subsets of X, T = {(x, U): x E U E S}, 
U< U’ iff UC U’, AO = {XI, @(V)={(x, U)E T: UC V}, Yqx, U) = 
{VES:XE Vc U},andR={(V,: n<w)ES-:n ,,<W V,, = 0). It is easy to verify that 
(S, T, s, A,,, 0, 9, R) is admissible, and moreover, that a winning strategy for Player 
I in Ch(X) yields a winning strategy for Player II in r = T(S, T, s, A,, @, F, R). 
Hence, by Theorem 1, Player II has a stationary winning strategy o in r of the 
form (T: S+ T. However, this strategy u also is a stationary winning strategy of 
Player I in Ch(X). 0 
Next we apply Theorem 1 to the games G(K, X) of Telgarsky [34]. Notation: 2y 
denotes the family of all closed subsets of a space Y. Let X be a space and let K 
be a nonempty class of spaces such that YE K implies 2y c K. A play of the game 
G(K, X) is a sequence (E,, H,,, E,, H,, . . .)E (2x)” such that EO= X, Player I 
chooses H,, E K with H,, c E,, and Player II chooses E,,, c E,\H,, for each n <w. 
Player I wins the play iff n,<,E,, =0. 
From Theorem 1 we get: 
Corollary 4. If Player I has a winning strategy in G(K, X), then Player I has a 
stationary winning strategy in G( K, X) (of the form u: 2x +2x n K). 
Proof. Let T be a winning strategy of Player I in G(K, X). Put S = 2x, T = 
{E\H:EE~~ and HE2xnK}, EGE’ iff EcE’, A,=(X), a(E)= 
{E\H: HE~~c-JK}, !P(B)={EE~~: EcB}, and 
R = {(En: < W) E S”: n,<,E, = @}. 
Then it is easy to verify that (S, T, s, A,,, CD, W, R) is admissible. Define a strategy 
7’ for Player II as follows: +(E,,, . . . , I?,,) = E,\T(&, . . . , E,). Then 7’ is a winning 
strategy for Player II in r = T(S, T, s, AO, CD, ul, R). Let u’: S+ T be a stationary 
winning strategy of Player II in r’. Then u: 2x + 2x n K, defined by a(E) = E\&(E), 
is a stationary winning strategy of Player I in G( K, X). 0 
A space X is called K-like if Player I has a winning strategy in G(K, X) (see 
[34]). By Corollary 4, the K-like spaces can be defined without a game: X is K-like 
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iff there is a function u: 2x + 2x n K such that n ,<,E, = 0 whenever E, E 2x and 
E ?I+1 c E,\a(E,) for each n < w. Moreover, Corollary 4 yields an essential sim- 
plification of some proofs in [16, 32, 34, 38, 39, 42, 49, 50, 51, 52, 531. 
In the case when K = 1, that is if K consists of all at most one-point spaces, then 
for a T,-space X the game G(l, X) is equivalent to the point-open game of Galvin 
[ 141. In this game, denoted by G,,(X), X is a space and, at move n, Player I chooses 
a point x, E X and then Player II chooses an open neighborhood U,, of x,. Player 
I wins the play (x,, U,, xi, U,, . . .) iff lJ,,<,,, U,, =X. 
From Corollary 4 we get: 
Corollary 5. If Player I has a winning strategy in G,,(X), then Player I has a winning 
strategy (+ in G,,(X) of the form 
n<w. 
The game G,,(X), however, is equivalent to its modification G;,(X), where the 
condition x, E U,, is strengthened to {x,}u Uk<n uk c U,. From Corollary 5 we get: 
If Player I has a winning strategy in G,,(X), then Player I has a stationary winning 
strategy in G;,(X). 
A similar result can be obtained for the dual game G&(X) defined by Galvin 
[14]. In G&(X), at move n, Player I chooses an open cover d, of X and then 
Player II chooses an A, E tin. Player II wins the play (Sa,, AO, &,, A,, . . .) iff 
IJ,<,A, = X. Galvin [14] observed that Player II has a winning strategy in G&(X) 
iff Player I has a winning strategy in G,,(X). By Corollary 4, if Player II has a 
winning strategy in G&(X), then Player II has a winning strategy (T in G$(X) of 
the form A, = (T(Uk<nAk, a,,), n <CO. 
The corresponding results concerning strategies of Player II in G,,(X) or G( 1, X), 
however, require a separate technique. 
Notice that in G,,(X) the space X need not be Tr. Similarly, in G(K, X), the 
condition H,, E 2En n K can be weakened to H,, E C??E, n K. This modified game, 
denoted by G’(K, X), was considered in Section 6 of [33]. It is easy to see that the 
game G’(1, X) is equivalent to G,,(X) and also, if X is a T,-space, to G(l, X). 
Theorem 3. For any topological space X the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Player II has a winning strategy CT in G,,(X) of the form 
u,,=u(  ukuix,,}), n<“; 
k-en 
(b) Player II has a winning strategy u in G,,(X) of the form 
K=-(g” U,x,>, n<o; 
(c) Player II has a 
(d) Pluyer II has a 
E n+, = u(E,, 
(e) Player II has a 
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winning strategy in G,,(X); 
winning strategy u in G’(1, X) of the form 
K), nto; 
winning strategy (T in G’( 1, X) of the form 
59 
E IIt, =a(E,\H,), n<w; 
(f) Player I has a winning strategy (T in G&(X) of the form 
&‘,,=a 
( > 
LJ Ak , n<w. 
k<n 
We omit the proof of Theorem 3, since we can prove the following much stronger 
result if we assume the space is regular. 
Theorem 4. For any regular (not necessarily T,) space X the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) Player II has a winning strategy in G,,(X); 
(b) There is an open cover d of X such that: 
(i) VAE~V~EX~A’E~A~{~}~A’,~~~ 
(4 A, E 4 A, = A,+l~U,<w A, f X; 
(b’) There is a nonempty family 8 of closed subsets of X such that: 
(i’) VE E 8 Vx E X ~E’E 8 E’c E\(x), and 
(ii’) E, E 8, E, = E,+l=$L E, + 0; 
(c) There is an open base 93 of X such that the conditioins (i) and (ii) are satisfied 
for &=L-?& 
Proof. Clearly (b)@(b’) and (c)J(b)+(a); we have to prove that (a)=+(c). First 
let us observe that, if Y is the T,,-identification of a regular space X, then Y is a 
T,-space (i.e., a regular Hausdorff space); moreover, each of the conditions (a), 
(b), (c) will be satisfied by Y if and only if it is satisfied by X. Thus, we may assume 
without loss of generality that X is a T,-space. 
Claim 1. (b)+(c). 
For, let Sp be an open cover of X satisfying (i) and (ii). Let &’ consist of all open 
sets B such that B c A for some A E &. Fix a point x,, in X and choose a neighborhood 
base B0 at x0 such that P&c Sp’ and such that there is no strictly increasing infinite 
sequence of sets in &,. (Hint: each partially ordered set has a well-founded cofinal 
subset.) Next, let %‘i = {B E d’: x0& B}. Observe that 93, is a base for X\{x,}. Finally, 
we put B = ti u SB,u 93,. Clearly B,u 93, is a base of X and so also is 5% Since 9 
refines ~4 and 93 2 &, the condition (i) is satisfied. To verify (ii) assume that 
(B,: n <w) E 933”, where B, c B,,, for each n < o. Without loss of generality we 
may assume that there are three cases only: 
(1) (B,: n<o)E.zP, 
(2) (B,: n <w) E %I:, and 
(3) (B,: n<w)E93:. 
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In (1) lJ?z<, B, f X since d satisfies (ii), in (2) l-l,,<, B, = B, c A f X for some 
nr < w and A E LX?, and in (3) U,<, B, c X\{x,} # X. 
To prove the remaining implication (a)=~( b) assume that Player II has a winning 
strategy in G,,(X), where X is a &-space. For the purpose of this proof we shall 
say that X is a (b)-space if (b) is fulfilled. If X is not a LindelSf space, then X is 
a (b)-space. (For, let d be a finitely additive open cover with no countable subcover.) 
Thus we may assume that X is a Lindelof space. By Theorem 6.9 of Telgarsky [38] 
there is a continuous map from X onto a separable metric space Y such that Player 
II has a winning strategy in G,,(Y). Observe that any space which can be con- 
tinuously mapped onto a (b)-space is a (b)-space. Therefore, it suffices to prove 
that Y is a (b)-space. Let Y = 2 u ( Y\Z) be the Cantor-Bendixson decomposition, 
where 2 is self-dense and closed in Y, and Y\Z is scattered and countable. Hence, 
Player II has a winning strategy in G,,(Z). Observe that if a space contains a closet 
subset which is a (b)-space, then the space is itself a (b)-space. Thus it suffices to 
show that 2 is a (b)-space. Moreover, the unit interval [0, l] is a (b)-space, since 
ti = {[0, l]\E; E is a nonempty perfect subset of [O, 11) 
satisfies (i) and (ii). Thus we may assume that Z cannot be continuously mapped 
onto [0, 11. Hence it follows that Z is a self-dense, zero-dimensional, separable 
metric space. 
Claim 2. X is a (b)-space. 
For, let T be a winning strategy of Player II. At move n, Player II chooses 
r(xcl, . . . , x,), an open neighborhood of x,. We may assume that 7(x0) c 7(x0, x,) c 
. . . . Let P be the set of all pairs (&, cp) such that: 
(1) ti is a cover of X by closed-open sets and cp: &+ Un<,, X”+‘; 
(2) if A is a non-maximal element of &, then {A’E ~4: A’1 A} covers X; 
(3) for every A E ~4 there is a partition %A of X\A into nonempty closed-open sets 
such that, whenever A’E SJ and A’c A, then A’> H for some HE xA; 
(4) AC ~(cp(A)) for each AE d; 
(5) if A, A’E sd and AC A’, then q(A) is an initial segment of cp(A’). 
If (a, cp), (a’, cp’) E P, let (s4, cp) s (Sa, rp’) iff tic d’, cp c cp’, and for each A’ E sd’\d 
there is a maximal element A of ~2 such that AC A’. Then (P, S) is a partially 
ordered set. We claim that P # 0. For, let J& be a partition of X into nonempty 
closed-open sets such that d refines {T(X): x E X}. Then for each A E d there is an 
XAE X such that AC T(xA). Define 40 by q(A) = (XA), and XA = &\{A} for each 
A E d Then the conditions (l)-(5) are satisfied, that is (Sa, cp) E P. Let {(d,, cpl): t E T} 
be a nonempty chain in (P, S) and let & = UtET ~4, and cp = lJterqt We,show that 
(ti, (P)E P. The conditions (l), (2), (4) and (5) are checked immediately. To verify 
the condition (3), consider any A E d. Choose t E T so that A E d, and so that A is 
not maximal in d, if it is not maximal in &. Let %?A be a partition of X\A witnessing 
(3) for A in d,; i.e., whenever A’E ~4, and A’c A, we have A’2 H for some HE %A. 
We will show that the same partition xA also witnesses (3) for A on s.& Consider 
any A’ E sd; we may assume A’ FZ s&. Since {(s&, 9,): t E T} is a chain, we have A”5 A’ 
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for some maximal element A” of Se,; it will suffice to show that A”c A. In fact, if 
we had A”c A, then (by the maximality of A”) we would have A = A” 5 A’; thus A 
would be maximal in Sp, but not in ,aP, contradicting the choice of t. Consequently, 
each nonempty chain in (P, G) has an upper bound. By the Kuratowski-Zorn 
Lemma, (P, G) has a maximal element (s4, cp). To prove that X is a (b)-space it 
will suffice to show that & has no maximal element, because if A,, A,, . . .E ~2 and 
&CA,=..., then UncwAn=Un<w ~(cp(A,)) # X. Suppose, on the contrary, that 
A is a maximal element of ti. Let p(A) = (x,, . . . , x0) and let %‘, be a partition of 
X\A provided by (3). Then {H n 7(x,,, . . . , x,, x): HE XA and x E X} is an open 
cover of X\A, so it can be refined by a closed-open partition %. Since X is self-dense, 
(e can be chosen so that each HE xA splits into at least two nonempty elements of 
% Let 9={AuC: CE%‘}. If DEB, then there is a X,EX such that DC 
4x0,. . ., x,, xD>. Let &‘= ti u 9 and let cp be extended to cp’ by q’(D) = 
(x0,. . . , x,, xD) for each D E 9. We claim that (a’, cp’) E P. Conditions (1) and (4) 
are obvious. Conditions (2) and (3) are easily verified with the help of the observation 
that, if A’E SB and A’c DE 9, then A’c A; this is because no element of 9 contains 
an element of x, (since each element of E:, was split into at least two parts by %). 
Now, for each B E d\(A), let ,3& be any closed-open partition of X\B witnessing 
(3) for B in d; also put %> = %, and xipaUc = q\(C) for each C E %. Then for each 
B E d!‘, 2fb is a closed-open partition of X\B witnessing (3) for B in &$‘. Now 
(d’, ~0’) E P and (&, cp) < (&‘, cp) contradicting the maximality of (&, cp). This com- 
pletes the proof. 0 
The next corollary to Theorem 1 deals with the game of Sierpiriski [31], explicitly 
formulated in [35], and further studied by Kubicki [ 19,211. Let X be an uncountable 
subset of a separable metric space Y. A play of the game S(X, Y) of Sierpiriski is 
a decreasing sequence (Do, Eo, D,, El, . . .) of uncountable subsets of X, where Player 
- 
I chooses D, and Player II chooses E,. Player II wins the play iff n,<, E, c X. 
From Theorem 1 we get: 
Corollary 6. If Player I (Player II) has a winning strategy in S(X, Y), then Player I 
(Player II) has a stationary winning strategy in S(X, Y). 
Proof. If E is a set, [El’, is the set of all uncountable subsets of E. Put S = T = A, = 
rxrw, D<D’ iff DcD’, @(E)=V(E)=[E]‘” for each EE[X]‘~, R= 
{(D,: n<o)ESW:n,cm 
- 
D,, c X}. It is easy to verify that (S, T, G, Ao, @, W, R) is 
admissible; moreover, the game T(S, T, G, Ao, @, ?P, R) is just S(X, Y). Hence by 
Theorem 1, if Player II has a winning strategy in S(X, Y), then he has a stationary 
winning strategy. Now suppose that Player I has a winning strategy T in S(X, Y). 
Clearly 7 can be modified to get a winning strategy 7’ which also ensures that 
lim n+mS(D,,) =O, where 6 is the diameter. Thus, if we put Ao= {X} and 
- 
(D,,: n<w)ES”‘:(Y\X) n n D,f@and lim S(D,)=O , 
“<W n+m 
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a winning strategy for Player I in S(X, Y) yields a winning strategy for Player II 
in the game E = T(S, T, s, A& @, ?P, R’). Since (S, T, s, A&, @, !P, R’) is admissible, 
it follows by Theorem 1 that Player II has a stationary winning strategy in E, and 
therefore Player I has a stationary winning strategy in S(X, Y). 0 
The same statement as in Corollary 6 also holds for the modified game of Sierpiliski 
studied by Kubicki [ 19,201. In this game, denoted by S,(X, Y), instead of uncount- 
able subsets of X the players choose countable self-dense subsets of X. The paper 
[20] contains an adaptation of the proof of an earlier version of Theorem 1 to the 
game S,(X, Y). 
A modification of S(X, Y) was implicitly used by Dellacherie [ll, 121, where a 
winning strategy of Player II is called a scraper (rubotage in French). By Theorem 
1, a scraper can be reduced to a (set-valued) function of one variable. 
A further application of Theorem 1 is related to Suslin-9 sets. In the game 
G(X, Y) of Telgarsky [36], X is a subset of a space Y; Player I chooses a sequence 
(E’,O’: n <CO) with l-l,,<,,, E’,O’ = X and then Player II chooses an E,,E { Ev’: n < w}, 
Player I chooses a sequence (E’,“: n < w) with l-l,,<,,, E’,” = I$, and then Player II 
chooses an E, E {E ‘,‘: n < w}, and so on. Player I wins the play iff n,,_ E, c X. 
In [36] (see also [23]) it was shown that Player I has a winning strategy in G(X, Y) 
iff X is a Suslin-9 set in Y. From this result one can derive the next corollary; 
however. it also follows from Theorem 1. 
Corollary 7. If Player I has a winning strategy in G(X, Y), then Player I has a 
stationary winning strategy in G(X, Y), that is, a winning strategy u of the form 
a(E) = (E,: n <w), 
where U,cu E,=EcX. 
Proof. Put s=sx, T=S”, EsE’ ifI EcE’, A,=(X), @P(E)= 
{(E,: n <w) E T: lJ,,<, E, = E}, ?P(E,: n<w)={E,: n<ti}, and R= 
{(E,: n<w)~SW:n.c,E, c X). It is easy to check that (S, T, c, A,, @, W, R) is 
admissible. Moreover, if T is a winning strategy of Player I in G(X, Y), then 7’ is 
defined by r’( E,, E,, . . . , E,) = T( E,, . . . , E,), n < w, is a winning strategy of Player 
II in T(S, s, T, AO, CD, ?P, R). By Theorem 1, r’ can be reduced to a stationary 
winning strategy w’. Finally, u’ determines a stationary winning strategy (+ of Player 
I in G(X, Y). 0 
Let Y be a separable metric space and let G’(X, Y) be the game G(X, Y) with 
following restriction: at move m Player I must choose (E’,“‘: n< w) so that 
sup,<, 6(E’,“‘)smin{$(E), l} where E =U,,<, E’,“‘. It is easy to verify that the 
games G(X, Y) and G’(X, Y) are equivalent. 
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From Theorem 1 we get: 
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Corollary 8. If Y is a separable metric space and if Player II has a winning strategy 
in G(X, Y), then Player II has a stationary winning strategy in G’(X, Y). 
Proof. Put S = (9’X)W, T = SX, 
(E,:n<w)C(Ek:n<w) iff lJ E,c U EL, 
n<w n--UJ 
(E,: n<w)~S: IJ E,=Xandsup6(E,)<min{iG(X),l} , 
and 
fl<W ,I < w 
@(En: n<w)={E,: n<w}, 
: n < w) E S: U E, = E and sup S( E,) s min{$(E), 1 
ti<U n<UJ 
Then (S, T, s, A,,, CD, !P, R) is admissible and so a winning strategy for Player II 
in G(X, Y) yields a winning strategy for Player II in the game r= 
T(S, T, s, A,,, @, q, R). It follows by Theorem 1 that Player II has a Stationary 
winning strategy in r; therefore, Player II has a stationary winning strategy in 
G’(X, Y). 0 
Let (S, s) be a nonempty partially ordered set and let R c S” satisfy the condition: 
(*) if(x,:n<w)ER (y,:n<w)~S~,x~~x,~...,y~~y,~..., 
Vm<w 3n<wx,*y,andQm<w 3n<wy,,,>x,,then(y,: n<w)ER. 
Consider the following game G( S, G, R) of length w: Player I chooses an aOE S, 
then Player II chooses a b, E S with b,s a,; Player I chooses an a, E S with a, s bO, 
then Player II chooses a b, E S with b, s a,, and so on. Player II wins the play 
(a,, bO, a,, bl,. . .) iff (a,,: n < W)E R. 
A stationary winning strategy for Player II is a function W: S + S such that V(X) s x 
for each x E S, and such that (x,: n <w) E R whenever (x,: n <w) E S” and x,+i s 
(I for each n < w. A Markov winning strategy for Player II is a function 
T: wxS~SsuchthatT(n,x)~xforeachxESandn<w,andsuchthat(x,: n<w)E 
R whenever (x,: n < w) E S” and x,+i s T( n, x,) for each n < w. 
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Theorem 5. Let (S, C) be a nonempty partially ordered set and let R c S” satisfy the 
condition (*). If Player II has a Markov winning strategy in G(S, C, R), then Player 
II has a stationary winning strategy in G(S, s--, R). 
Proof. Let T be a Markov winning strategy of Player II in G(S, s., R). For x, y E S 
we define xsy iff there is a z E S such that x 3 z 3 r( n, z) 2 y, and we define x 9 y 
iff sy for each n <w. Note that if (x,: n < w) E 9” and x,$x,+, for every n <CO, 
then (x,: n < w) E R. Call an element x E S long if there is a y E S such that x > y; 
otherwise x is short. Choose a well-ordering < of S. Now we define a stationary 
strategy u as follows. If x E S is long, we define u(x) = y E S, where x p y. If x E S 
is short, we define 
p(x) = min{y E S: y 3 x and y is short}, 
< 
N(x) = min{n <w: ~(p(x)$x)}, and finally a(x) = y E S, where xgy for each n 6 
N(x). The reader can easily verify that v is a winning strategy of Player II. 0 
Let W and % families of sets, 93 # 0. Let G( 3,3) be the special case of the game 
G(S, ~3 R) where S= $33, s is the set-inclusion ordering, and R = 
{(B,: n < w) E s3”: nn<, B,, E 9?.}. It is easy to see that the condition (*) is fulfilled. 
Hence from Theorem 5 we get the following: 
Theorem 5’. If Player II has a Markov winning strategy in G(%, BE), then Player II 
has a stationary winning strategy in G(93, 3). 
Despite appearances, Theorem 5 is really no more general than Theorem 5’. To 
see this, define F(x) = {y E S: ~(y 2 x)}. Then x s ya F(x) = F(y). Moreover, it 
followsfrom(*)that,if(x,:n<w),(y,:n<w)ES”,x,~x,~...andy,~y,~..., 
and if nn<, F(x,) =n,<, F(Y,), then (x n: n<w)ERe(y,,: n<o)ER. Put 93= 
{F(x): x E S} and .9? = {n”<, F(x,): x,,? x1 3. . * and (x,: n < o) E R}. Then the 
game G(S, <, R) is isomorphic to the game G(93,%). 
If 93 is the family of all nonempty open subsets of a space X and .?A = 9’X\{0}, 
then G( 3, ?A!) coincides with the game BM(X); also, the version of the Banach- 
Mazur game introduced by Oxtoby [24] is a special case of G(93,%). If 9 is an 
ideal of subsets of a set X, 93 = {B c X: B E 9}, and 3 = 9X\(0), then G(93,%) 
coincides with the ideal game studied by Galvin, Jech and Magidor [15]. 
From Theorem 5’ we get: 
Corollary 9. If Player II has a Markov winning strategy in BM(X), then Player II 
has a stationary winning strategy in BM(X). 
Recall that a quasi-regular space X is called pseudo-complete (Oxtoby [25]) if 
there is a sequence (33,: n <w) of pseudo-bases of X such that n,<, B, #0 
whenever B,,, c B,,E~” for each n<o. 
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From Corollary 9 we get: 
Corollary 10. If X is pseudo-complete, then Player II has a stationary winning strategy 
in BM(X), i.e., X is a-favorable. 
Corollary 10 improves the observation of White [45] that each pseudo-complete 
space X is weakly cr-favorable, i.e., Player II has a winning strategy in BM(X). 
Corollary 10 is also valid for the pseudo-complete spaces in the sense of Todd 
[43]. For further applications of Corollary 10 we refer to [l, 17,281. 
Theorem 6. If B is a nonempty family of sets such that 93 = IJ,Cc, W, and VB E 243 
Vn < wI{B’E 93,,: B’I B}l <No, and if Player II has a winning strategy in G(%‘, %), 
then Player II has a stationary winning strategy in G(B, 3). 
Proof. We may assume that ?&,c g1 c . . *. Let 7 be a winning strategy of Player II. 
By Theorem 5’ it will suffice to show that Player II has a Markov winning strategy. 
Letn<wandAE%Since{A’E%?,,:A’ 3 A} is finite, we can find a set o(n, A) E 93 
satisfying the conditions: 
(i) a(n, A) c T(A); 
(ii) given any k s n and any sets Ah,. . . , A; E S3, with 
A:, =I T(A;) 2 A; Z-J r(A;, A;) 3. . . =J T(A& . . . , A;) 3 A, 
there is a set A’ E 92’ such that 
AIA’~T(A;),... , A;, A’) 2 o( n, A). 
The function u: w x 93 + 6%’ is a Markov strategy for Player II. To see that u is a 
winning strategy, consider any sequence (A,, BO, A,, B,, . . .) E 9F13” such that 
o(n, A,) = B, = A,+, for each n < w. Since T is a winning strategy, it will suffice to 
show that we can choose numbers n(0) < n( 1) <. . . and sets A& A’,, . . . E 3 so that 
A n(k) = 4 = T(&, . . . , A;) = &(k) 
for each k < w. We can put n(0) = 0 and AA = A,, since B,, = a(0, A,) c T(AJ by 
(i). Now suppose that n(0) < n(1) <. . . < n(k) and A& A;, . . . , A; have already 
been defined; we have 
A;3 T(&) =) A; 1 T(&, A;) =. . . 2 A; 2 T(&,, . . . , A;) = B”(k). 
Choose n(k+ l)> n(k) so that A& A:, . . . , ALE %,,(k+l). By (ii) there is a set A’E 23 
such that 
A n(k+l) = A’= d&, . . . , AL, A’) = dn(k+ I), &(k+d = &(k+,); 
put AL+, = A’. q 
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A family 53 of sets is said to be a Noetherfamily of sets if I(Z3’ E 93: B’ =) B}] < KO 
for each B E 9% The notion of a Noether family was invented by Arhangel’skii (see 
[2,27]) and properties of spaces involving Noether coverings, bases and pseudo- 
bases were studied by Peregudov [26,27]. 
Note that if 93” is a point-finite open cover of a metric space X such that 
6(B)<l/(n+l) for each BE%,,, then %‘=U,<,, 93” is a base for X and it is a 
Noether family of sets. Hence a metric space has a Noether base. Moreover, any 
Tihonov product of spaces with a Noether base (pseudo-base) has a Noether base 
(pseudo-base). Hence it follows that a Tihonov cube Z” has a Noether base. 
Corollary 11. If a space X has a Noether pseudo-base (or, more generally, if X has 
a pseudo-base 93 = U,,<,,, 93,, such that VBE %’ Vn < w ({B’E C&,: B’I B}I <K,), and 
if Player II has a winning strategy in BM(X), then Player II has a stationary winning 
strategy in BM(X). 
This corollary improves a result of White [45], where X is assumed to have a 
u-disjoint pseudo-base. 
For a nonempty subspace X of a Tihonov cube Z” consider the game BM(X, I”), 
which is of the form G(93, %), where 93 is the family of all open subsets B of I” 
with B n X # 0 and 93 = {S c I” : S n X # 0). Clearly, Player II has a winning strategy 
in BM(X, I”) if and only if he has a winning strategy in BM(X). 
Corollary 12. If Player II has a winning strategy in BM(X), where Xc I”, then 
Player II has a stationary winning strategy in BM(X, I”). 
Proof. Let 93’ be a Noether base for I”, and let 93” = {B E 93’: B n X # 0). A winning 
strategy of Player II in BM(X) easily yields a winning strategy of Player II in 
G( g ““, $3 ) where 3 = {S c I K : S n X f 0). By Theorem 6 we can then get a stationary 
winning strategy of Player II in G( %“, %), which in turn yields a stationary winning 
strategy of Player II in BM(X, I”). Cl 
Theorem 7. Let (S, C, R) be as in Theorem 5. If Player II has a winning strategy in 
G(S, C, R), then he has a winning strategy depending only on the last two moves. 
More precisely, there is a function u: S u S2+ S such that, whenever a, 2 bO 2 
a, 2 b, 2. . . is a sequence with bO = a( a,,) and b,,, = u( b,, a,,+,) for all n < o, then 
(a,,: n<W)E R. 
Proof. Let 7 be a winning strategy of Player II. For each x E S put S(x) = {y E S: y < x} 
and N(x) = IS(x)\. Let T = {XE S: N(x) = N(y) for all y E S(x)}. Note that (i) 
S(x) n T # 0 for each x E S; (ii) if x E T then either N(x) = 1 or else N(x) 2 KO; 
(iii) if N(x) = 1 then (x, x, . . .) E R. F ix a well-ordering < of T and for each x E S 
define p(x) = min,{y E T: S(x) n S(y) # 0). Define a function V: S+ S so that V(X) E 
S(x)nS(p(x)) for each XE S. Note that p(y) =Z..L(X) for all ys V(X). For each 
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f E T with N(t) 2 KO, define a function 
PO,: S(t)+ lJ S(f)m+i 
m<w 
so that, for each x E S(t) and each (x,, . . . , x,) E U,,,<, S( f)m+‘, there is an element 
X’E S(x) with cp,(x’) = (x,, . . . , x,). We are now ready to define the strategy (T: S u 
S’-+S. For XE S, if N(~(x))= 1, let c(x) = Y(X); if N(w(x))*& choose (ME 
S(r( Y(X))) so that rp,(,,(a(x)) = (V(X)). For (y, x) E S*, choose (~(y, x) E S(x) so 
that, if x G y 6 p(x) and N(x) 2 KO, and if SO,~~,(_Y) = (x0,. . . , x,), then a(.~, x) G 
r(x0, *. . 9 x,, x) and CP,&~(Y, x)) = (x0,. . , x,, x). Now consider any sequence 
a,~b,>a,~b,~*~~ with bO=a(aO) b,+,= cr(b,, a,,,) for all n <w; we have to 
show that (a,: n <w) E R. Let t = p(u,J. If N(t) = 1, then bO= u(ud = ~(a,,) = C, and 
so a, = t for all n 2 1; by observation (iii) and the assumption (*), it follows that 
(~1,: n ==z w) E R. Hence we may assume that N(f) 3 K,,. Let ah= v(%>; then bO= 
duo) s ~(a;) s a;< t and p,(b,) = (a&). Note that, for each n 2 1, we have a, s b,s 
v(u,,)s t; it follows that ~(a,)=~(~,)= t and N(u,)= N(t)?&,. Now, since 
a, 5 b,s p(q) = t and N(u,)s HO, and since q,(b,) = (ah), it follows that b, = 
cr(b,, a,) s ~(a& aI) s a, and cp,(b,) = (a& al). Again, since a,~ b, s p(u2) = t and 
N( u2) 3 KO, and since cpc( b,) = (a& a,), it follows that b2 = a( b,, u2> 5 7( a& a,, u,) c 
a, and cp,(bJ = (ah, a,, uz). Continuing in this way, we see that a, 2 
4&a,,. . ., a,) 3 b, and cp,(b,) = (a& a,, . . . , a,) for every n < o. Now, since 
a;2 T(Ub)S a, 2 T(U;), a,)2 a,> r(u&, a,, UJB uxz. * . 
and since r is a winning strategy for Player II, we have 
(4, a,, ~2, ~3, . . .) E R; 
it follows by (*) that we also have (a,: n < w) E R. 0 
Theorem 7 was also proved (independently) by Debs [lo] in a slightly different 
framework; however, we believe the proof given here is somewhat simpler. 
From Theorem 7 we immediatley get: 
Corollary 13. Zf Pluyer II has a winning strategy in G(%, S), fhen Pluyer II has a 
winning strategy CT in G( 93, 92) of the form 
BO = a(Ao) and B,,, = g(B,, A,+l), n <w. 
In particular, we have the following corollary, which provides a partial answer 
to Problem 3 stated in [13]. 
Corollary 14. Zf Player II has a winning strategy in BM(X), then Player II has a 
winning strategy u in BM(X) of the form 
BO= g(X, A,) and B,,,, = cr( B,, A,,+]), n < w. 
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The conclusion of Corollary 14 is the best possible: Debs has given a simple 
example [9] of a (non-regular) Hausdorh space X for which Player II has a winning 
strategy but no stationary winning strategy in BM(X), as well as a more complicated 
example [lo] of a Tihonov space with the same properties. 
Let BM*(X) denote a dual game to the game BM(X). In this game Player I 
chooses a pseudo-base 3,, of X, Player II chooses a B,,E 2&,, Player I chooses a 
pseudo-base W, of B,,, Player II chooses a B, E %i, and so on. (Note that B,+, c B, 
for each n < w.) Player I wins the play (Zl,,, B,, %i, B,, . _ .) iff n,<, B, # 0. 
It is easy to prove that Player I (Player II) has a winning strategy in BM*(X) if 
and only if Player II (Player I) has a winning strategy in BM(X). Similarly, from 
Corollary 14 we get: 
Corollary 15. 1f Player II has a winning strategy in BM(X), then Player I has a 
stationary winning strategy in BM*(X). 
D.H. Fremlin has shown that every weakly a-favorable Moore space (i.e., regular 
developable space) is a-favorable (unpublished). In fact, it is easy to show that 
every weakly a-favorable developable space has a completely metrizable dense 
subspace. Hence it follows that every weakly a-favorable developable space is 
a-favorable. 
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